Conformations and dynamics of the phosphodiester backbone of a DNA fragment that bears a strong topoisomerase II cleavage site.
The dynamics of the DNA phosphodiester backbone conformations have been studied for a strong topoisomerase II cleavage site (site 22) using molecular dynamics simulations in explicit water and in the presence of sodium ions. We investigated the backbone motions and more particularly the BI/BII transitions involving the epsilon and zeta angles. The consensus cleavage site is adjacent to the phosphate which shows the most important phosphodiester backbone flexibility in the sequence. We infer that these latter properties could be responsible for the preferential cleavage at this site possibly through the perturbation of the cleavage/ligation activities of the topoisomerase II. More generally, the steps pur-pur and pyr-pur are those presenting the highest BII contents. Relations are observed between the backbone phosphodiester BI/BII transitions and the flexibility of the deoxyribose sugar and the helical parameters such as roll. The roll is sequence dependent when the related phosphate is in the BI form, whereas this appears not to be true when it is in the BII form. The BI/BII transitions are associated with water migration, and new relations are observed with counterions. Indeed, it is observed that a strong coupling exists between the BII form and the presence of sodium ions near the adjacent sugar deoxyribose. The presence of sodium ions in the O4' surroundings or their binding could assist the BI to BII transition by furnishing energy. The implications of these new findings and, namely, their importance in the context of the sequence-dependent behavior of BI/BII transitions will be investigated in future studies.